Soil liquefaction, either seismically or statically triggered, is one of the most consequential geo-hazards for critical infrastructure and for the urban environment. The relatively common conditions required for liquefaction triggering have resulted in a plethora of catastrophic events over the past decades, many of which have been well documented by the engineering community. As building and population density globally increase, the risk related to liquefaction is also expected to rise. To anticipate potential damage and effectively fortify our infrastructure, we need reliable tools that can accurately model this complex phenomenon.

In this session, we aim to revisit iconic case histories from past liquefaction events, in an effort to uncover the intricacies related to the phenomenon. Simultaneously, analytical, experimental, and numerical methodologies will be put to the test, by examining their performance versus documented cases. We invite contributions in the areas of:

- post-liquefaction reconnaissance
- assessment of analytical, experimental, or numerical methodologies versus case studies
- physical or numerical modelling investigations to uncover the mechanisms behind iconic liquefaction-related failures

Technical papers from both practitioners and academics are warmly welcomed.
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